In 1953 a report to a scientific journal concerning the breeding of the guppy caused some consternation among aquarium specialists in this species. This report described some observations which suggested that female guppies in a University College, London, laboratory had produced living youngsters from eggs that had never been fertilised by a male fish. Females isolated from all other guppies at a very early age were seen to give birth to small numbers of such fatherless litters.

The possibility of virgin births in the guppy had certainly never been considered or recorded by guppy breeders, so that a great deal of criticism was directed towards this report, and some of their number have refused to accept the details even to this day. Explanations of the events described in the report, that were advanced by some aquarists, were far too facile to constitute serious criticism of the work, overlooking as they did the care with which experienced laboratory workers conduct their experiments. However, no-one could be said to be unsurprised, because despite a poorly substantiated earlier report of virgin birth in the molly the event was quite unexpected. Amongst scientists, judgment was reserved, but observations have been continued and a further paper from Dr. Helen Spurway, author of the original report, has now appeared in Nature.

It seems that the births originally recorded were not truly virgin ones, or parthenogenetic, as was at first supposed. However, they were almost certainly brought about without the participation of a male guppy, and the explanation is that "self-fertilisation" was responsible. Within the female guppies concerned there has since been demonstrated to be male testicular tissue present, and this presumably had provided sperms to fertilise the eggs of the same individual. Thus the observations are to be accounted for by hermaphroditism, a matter of no lesser importance than parthenogenesis for the guppy breeders to take into consideration. As we wrote in 1953, it remains to be seen with what frequency this phenomenon occurs in aquarium guppies and whether other livebearers ever show the same behaviour.
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THOSE readers who are closely following the practical notes in this series will by now have already examined the specimens of "beetles-in-caustric" quite a number of times, and (it is hoped) on each occasion they have found the creatures softer than on the previous occasion.

The action of the solution should have reduced the internal organs of the beetles to a thick liquid which can now be removed by pressure on the abdomen or back. It flows out through the anus, and finds other exits through weak spots in the body wall, between segments of the body and often through the neck.

It is as well to pour away the solution of caustic and replace with distilled water. Repeat the gentle pressure, noting how the water becomes cloudy with fresh expelled material. Repeat washing half a dozen times to ensure the complete removal of the remaining solution. Should any be left there is a danger of it crystallising at a later stage and spoiling an otherwise good slide. To be doubly sure therefore it is a good plan to leave the specimen soaking in a little distilled water for a day or so after no more thick liquid can be expelled from it. At the same time, do not forget and leave the specimen soaking indefinitely, for it has not been in preservative and will easily disintegrate and be largely useless if you make this mistake.

When clean it will be at once apparent that the empty "shell" of the beetle is a great deal more transparent than it was. This is a decided step in the right direction. It is also much softer, and can be flattened easily. The elytra tend to open, revealing the soft, membranous wings. Leave these alone; unravelling the wings is a tricky business, resulting frequently in their complete mutilation.

For the present simply remove the insect bodily into a few millilitres of concentrated acetic acid. This is a preservative, and the beetles can be left in it indefinitely without deterioration. Not only this, but acetic acid will keep the tissues soft and pliable, invaluable when we come to arrange specimens for mounting.

A comparison might well be made here between specimens treated as I have outlined and those from our preserving stock (formalin preserved) which have been untreated. The latter are brittle and thoroughly uncooperative whenever we try to spread them out for better observation. If we can move legs and elytra at all without snatching them off wholly or in pieces, they spring back to their original bunched-up position as soon as we remove our pointers. Not only this, but they are still thick and opaque—very little use at all, in fact. They can, of course, still be treated by caustic solution and subsequently placed in acetic acid, so don't throw them away.

It is as well now, to prepare for the next steps we wish to take. For these we shall need clove oil, rectified spirits of turpentine and Canada balsam or Euparal Essence and Euparal Mountant. Personally I prefer the latter alternative. Quite a useful accessory is a small sable-hair brush, which will help when we are arranging our specimens on glass slides.

It is unlikely that you will be able to get the chemicals specified from your local chemist. You will probably have to go to a regular dealer in such articles. Flatters and Garnett, of Oxford Road, Manchester, are suppliers I can personally recommend. There are others, of course, but I have had no dealings with them. As prices are frequently changing, a letter specifying your requirements and asking for a quotation for the supply thereof is wisest.

At the same time, cover slips, cavity slips, staining pots and anything else you think you need can be ordered.

When everything is to hand we can remove our specimens from the acetic acid, and place them one at a time in a shallow dish of distilled water. You will find that they are quite soft and pliable.

After a soaking in water remove them carefully on to glass slides and try to arrange them spread out to show as many as possible different parts. The legs should be widely spaced so as not to obscure one another; the elytra, the pattern of which should by now be plain, can be arranged partially opened. The trickiest part is unravelling the wings, which seem to delight in tying themselves into knots. If you are very careful and persistent you may be successful, and if you are it will undoubtedly be a surprise to you to see how really large the fully outstretched wings are in comparison with the length of the body.

The antennae should be arranged so that they are not obscured by the head. A low-power lens will help to reveal how they are lying, as will placing the glass slide on a sheet of white paper.

At this stage the insect, or the hollow shell, for that is all we have left, is fairly flat, but we need it much thinner yet. A second glass slide is carefully lowered on top of the first, so that the beetle is now filling in a glass sandwich, and pressure supplied to squeeze the creature as flat as possible. The two slips are tied securely together and popped into a screw-topped jar of methylated spirit or rectified spirits of turpentine.

The spirit will not harden the specimen to any marked degree, but it will remove any vestiges of water remaining in the tissues if given long enough. We will leave it in the solution until next month.

In the meanwhile there is nothing to prevent you trying caustic solution on any other specimens of aquatic creatures you may have—preserved or otherwise.

Shrimp Fish Flown to London

THE Aquarium of the Zoological Society has recently received some specimens of the shrimp fish Aequipecten striatus. These fish were sent by Mr. George Newmark, with the co-operation of Mr. A. Fraser Brunner, Curator of the Van Kleef Aquarium at Singapore. They were flown from Singapore in a Bristol Britannia, and the whole journey occupied scarcely more than 24 hours from door to door.

Shrimp fish belong to a group which all have a tiny mouth placed at the end of a tube-like snout—the sea-horses also belong here. The body, which is about 4 in. long, is covered with thin bony plates and the lower or ventral edge appears sharp; hence the name "razor fish" by which they are known in Malay. The tail end of the body terminates in a spine and the true tail appears to be on the ventral of the body. They are nearly always found swimming in the water in a vertical position with the snout pointing directly downwards. They live in small shoals in the upper waters of the Indian and Pacific oceans, and feed on plankton animals of a size capable of passing the small mouth.

In the Zoo Aquarium they are being fed on freshwater Daphnia, and they can be seen to suck these into the mouth, the front part of the body quivering at each mouthful. They move from one side of the tank to the other by the vibration of what are really the dorsal fins, but they seem to use their pectoral fins to change position upward and downward. Certainly the pectorals are used more than in almost any other fish, and they move alternately, not in unison.—The Times.
Search for the Pygmy Swordtail

by MYRON GORDON
Genetics, New York Zoological Society

WHILE busy sorting out a preserved collection of Mexican fishes that I had made in 1932 I found a small, strange, short-tailed swordtail which eventually turned out to be a new species. Its discovery, which often happens, was not realised at the time of the fish’s capture amidst the romantic jungle surroundings of its native tropical stream. The new swordtail was first seen in a white enameled tray in the laboratory amidst odours, not of orange blossoms and gardenias but of gaseous formaldehyde and vapours of fishes steeped in alcohol.

I had been picking out the usual fishes from the collection such as mollies, gambusias, characins and the variatus platy and montezumae swordtail. All are common species to aquarium fish hobbyists to-day but the last two were rare fishes then. I was sorting them systematically by species and arranging them neatly in rows in my trays when I spotted a tiny, thin wisp of a fish only an inch long that was a bit like a platy and a bit like a swordtail but which did not fit exactly into any specific category.

I was puzzled and I asked Dr. Carl L. Hubbs, when he was the Curator of Fishes at the University of Michigan, to look at it. Hubbs took the tiny sliver of a fish in his hand, reached into the drawer of his work desk for a watchmaker’s magnifying glass and slipped the glass into his right eye like a monocle. He brought the tiny specimen into focus close to his lens, rolled the fish over several times with his fingertips and inspected it from every angle. He then pulled the lens from his eye, looked at me, squinting a little as his focus was adjusted to my distance, and said, “This looks like a new swordtail.”

I asked, “Could this possibly be a young specimen of the variatus platy or the montezumae swordtail or maybe a hybrid between the two xiphophorin species? All of these fishes were taken together in the same isolated pool.”

Hubbs put the magnifying glass back over his right eye and gave the fish another thorough inspection. “No, I don’t think so,” he said in a muffled voice as he held the tiny specimen close to his eye and mouth. “This is a new species. It’s a young male, or at least a poorly developed male. Here, have another look at it,” he suggested.

The characteristics of the swordtail dark line, running down from a point of its eye, that zig-zagged to the tail, but the line was much broader in it than in any other swordtail I had known. Another black line ran along the lower margin of the muscular portion of the tail. And on top of the head and back small black pigment cells formed a series of broad reticulations; these were quite unique among the fishes of the xiphophorin group.

I examined its anal fin. It was not fan-like and transparent as an anal fin in the female should be. Nor was it like the anal fin in a perfect male: narrow, translucent, rod-like and divided into tiny clearly demarcated segments that end in a series of spines and retrorse hooks. Actually
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A view of the Rio Montezuma just north of Tomazunchale, San Luis Potosi, Mexico. Below Tomazunchale this river is the home of the variatus platy and the montezumae and pygmeus swordtails.

the fin was spatulate, flabby, opaque and greyish-white in colour; this indicated that its tiny owner was a poorly developed or abnormal male.

The Pygmy is Named

Just to be sure I looked again into the storage bottle that had contained the entire lot, including the single puzzling specimen, in the hope of finding another more perfect one. Only the alcohol-seeped paper label remained that indicated the time, place and the personnel involved in making the collection.

The unique swordtail left us in an unsolvable dilemma. In all probability, we had a new species of swordtail, yet we could not adequately describe it on the evidence of a single specimen. We could not make it known to the scientific world because it had an imperfect anal fin and therefore lacked the essential diagnostic characters which would have differentiated it unmistakably from its close relatives. Tentatively, Hubbs and I tagged it the pygmy swordtail for purposes of cataloging it. That was the best we could do at the moment and until such a time as when somebody
would organise another expedition to Axtla in San Luis Potosi. The urge to go back to Mexico immediately to solve the mystery of the pygmy swordtail was great, but greater still was the cold fact that it would take more money and time than I could afford then.

With a pair of forceps I reached into the storage bottle and removed the paper label soaked in fish-oil in order to check the location of the bothersome collection. The indian-inked legend read as follows: "Mexico, San Luis Potosi, Rio Axtla at Axtla; April 20, 1932; Collectors, Myron Gordon, John Ross and Joseph Whetzel."

Making the Collection in 1932

As I re-read that familiar label my thoughts drifted back to the time, place and circumstances in making that routine collection of fishes at the Rio Axtla. I recalled that my field assistants had been Johnny and Joe, 17 years-old sons of two Cornell University professors who had jumped at the chance of going on an expeditionary drive to Mexico. I recalled our driving south from Ithaca, New York through a March blizzard that hit us in the Blue Ridge Mountains in Virginia, and then working 2 weeks later under the strong anaesthetic influence of Mexico's heat in the Papaloapan valley in the state of Oaxaca.

By mid-April we had completed our fish collecting in southern Mexico and had returned to its capital. There we learned that the Pan-American Highway Commissioners had announced the final breakthrough in the continuous road from Mexico City to Laredo, Texas. They warned that clean-up operations would prevent opening the road to the public but we decided to take our chances in getting through. Acting upon the advice of the highway officials we left Mexico City in late afternoon to enable us to cover most of the good roads north of the city before sunset and be ready at dawn for the bad ones.

As we headed north and homeward we were pleasantly keyed-up. We had already accomplished our chief mission deep in the state of Veracruz and Oaxaca where we had collected the common *maccalatus* platyfish and the *haliirii* swordtail and had sent some live ones back to the laboratory.

The fact that dangerous roads were ahead meant little to us, for we had already managed to get over just about every type of terrain, seldom-travelled desert ox-trails, old Spanish post roads, abandoned and forgotten 300 years ago, ocean beaches and riverbeds, some with, and some without, water.

At dusk of the second day we had reached the banks of the Rio Axtla, a clear, fast-flowing stream and an upland branch of the much greater Rio Panuco. We looked for a *chalon*, a platform-like ferry that the Mexicans usually use to get vehicles across their streams and which they operated in other rivers by utilising the power of the flowing stream and by attaching the floating platform to a strong iron guiding cable stretched from bank to bank. The method at Axtla was different and more primitive; a team of four mules simply pulled the vehicles across the stream over a shallow section which the muleteer knew. At night, without his help, it was too hazardous for us to ford the stream over a shallow section and we had to wait until dawn of the following day.

Upstream, well within the river bed, I spotted an isolated pond which seemed not too big, not too deep, well suited for the seining type of fish-catching we were prepared for and for which we had plenty of experience. The pond lay near a cut-in slope of the river bed and must have been scooped out by swirling waters of an eddy during the past rainy season. The main course of the river flowed over the rubble 10 feet away. In the isolated pool tadpoles by the hundreds wriggled through the dark stagnant waters, repeatedly bobbing to the surface for air. Some fish were dead, floating bellies up, while others, like the polliwogs, were gasping at the surface.

The prospect of entering the stagnant and murky pool with its fetid and dying population was less inviting but this wasn't the first time in our job we had to overcome squeamishness. Once wetted and muddy we concentrated on seining, and on the very first haul we came up with a bonanza of bright, new, live-bearing fishes. In our seine I beheld my first living specimens of the red-tailed *variatus* platyfish and bright lemon-yellow top-finned *montezumae*. 
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swordtails. Known only to a few scientists from long‐preserved specimens in natural‐history museums, the living fishes now in our seine far surpassed in beauty my pre‐conceived notion of what they would look like.

Some of the male platyfish were almost 2 in. long and their bodies glistened with a mother‐of‐pearl sheen of light blue‐green. The male swordtails were slightly larger, deeper bodied and had peculiar short turned‐up sword‐like lower extensions to their otherwise rounded tails. Their flag‐like metallic‐yellow dorsal fins high‐lighted the mud‐spattered seines as it lay along the slope of the pool.

The work immediately ahead for us was obvious—we had to get these new fishes to the United States alive. Within this fertilized pool were swimming highly desirable aquarium fishes, which meant the money wealth that would cancel my financial obligations of the expedition. Five chance‐taking aquarium‐fish societies and dealers helped me organise the Mexican trip solely on the promise that if new fishes were discovered they would be the first to share in the good fortune.

From western Veracruz we had already shipped the cold‐water helleri swordtails from the mountain streams of Jalapa and the lowland race of the maculatus platyfish from the Rio Papaloapan in Oaxaca, the first fresh stocks of these species ever sent out of Mexico directly to the United States. But the latter were merely different strains of well‐known species, whereas variatus and montezumae fresh from the Rio Axtla represented bright new species for American aquarists.

Organising the Shipment

By prior arrangement and in anticipation of making a find like this, we had previously forwarded by express many large fishing cans to key stations along the north‐south line of the Mexican National Railways. Our nearest cans were located at Valles, 50 miles to the north. So, after returning all the live fishes we had caught to the pool, and hoping they would survive another day in its deteriorating waters, we left immediately for Valles. Our car was dragged across the Rio Axtla to the north bank and from there on we drove over a freshly cleared land strip that eventually was to become part of the paved Pan‐American Highway.

Heavy road trucks had corrugated the earthen surface, making driving jittery and dangerous. Then I heard a persistently repeated crunching sound in the direction of the right front wheel. This turned out to be a broken ball bearing, but we continued driving slowly, hoping that the wheel would hold until we reached Valles. Visions of a long delay in obtaining one Chevrolet ball‐bearing assembly in this one‐track wilderness, and as a consequence losing our aquatic treasure, already in a precarious state, were maddening.

Ahead, barely off the road I saw a palm‐thatched shelter—just four posts and a leafy roof—that some enterprising Mexican auto‐mechanic had set up to cash in on the road‐truck trade. We pulled up and I asked if by some miracle he had an extra wheel bearing. Most of his meagre stock was pinned upon nails and wires attached to the cross beams of the roof. Casually he glanced at the make of our car, reached up to a makeshift shelf, brought down a box and presented us with the precious part we needed.

"It's the last one I have," he said apologetically. "The roads here are bad, muy malo. Do you want me to fix the wheel for you—it won't take long."

"Sí Senor," I said, "I would be most grateful to you."

I was. How much, he had no way of knowing.

It was just before dusk when we returned to the southern bank of the Rio Axtla with our ten shipping cans. We found a place near town that fed us on fried eggs, black beans and coffee; later, we set up our camp cots near the pool, guarding it as if it were the site of a gold strike.

At dawn next morning we filled the cans with fresh, clear Rio Axtla water, set them down beside the pool and began to seine. We had to work fast because we had to have the live fishes on the morning train out of Valles for their journey north to our custom agent at the Texas‐Mexican border. He had been instructed to trans‐ship the fish to our laboratory in New York. The liveliest and best‐looking platys and swordtails were carefully transferred from their slim home to cans of fresh water. The other fishes, big and small, were preserved in formalin.

Little did I realise at the time that from the purely scientific point of view there was greater value deposited in our formalin bottle in the form of a lone unrecognised new species of pygmy swordtail than the hundreds of large live, brilliant variatus and montezumae that we placed in fresh
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A pair of montezumae swordtails from the Rio Axtla. The male has a definite sword, but it is not as long as that found in the helleri swordtail, and its sword has a tendency to turn up a bit. The female, on the left, is spotted: this trait is inherited as a simple Mendelian dominant. The montezumae reach a size of 3 4 to 4 inches
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water for shipment north. As it turned out it was fortunate that we brought some fishes back alive—but it was more fortunate still that we brought others back pickled.

The 1939 Expedition

For the next six years funds for continuing our research became scarcer with each passing year. Then, in 1938, the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation of New York City, sponsor of many artists, writers and scientists, helped me to re-establish and expand the scope of the original research project at the New York Aquarium, then in Battery Park on the lower tip of Manhattan. The New York Zoological Society offered me space for several hundred tanks on the long, narrow catwalk that went almost halfway around the octagonal Aquarium building. The walk was just below the skylights and it overhung huge concrete aquaria that were devoted to huge sharks, rays, tarpon and groupers.

To get fresh stocks of fishes I planned my third expedition to Mexico during the dry season, early in 1939. Among the fishes I wanted to find, none was more enticing than the mysterious pygmy swordtail that I had discovered in 1932 in a dirty pool of water along the banks of the Rio Axtla. But the basic purposes of my trip called for the collection of the _maculatus_ pygmy and the _helleri_ swordtail in southern Mexico. These two species were essential for additional work in cancer research. Little did I realise at the time that every new species of swordtail would be useful in attaining information concerning the influence of heredity in the origin of cancer. Research with some of them showed that two non-cancerous parents could transmit genes to their offspring that would brighten their chances of getting black cancer.

In January of 1939, James W. Azr of the New York Aquarium and I drove down to the north bank of the Rio Axtla. Gone were the corrugated dirt roads and growths of cacti and mesquite along the roadside. They were replaced by smooth macadamised roads, irrigated citrus orchards and farms. We used the new motels that had opened along the Pan-American Highway because they saved us time spent in setting up our camps, but they were a poor substitute for the excitement and novelty of eating and sleeping along deserted fields and river banks.

A new steel-and-concrete bridge enabled us to get across the Rio Axtla quickly. I looked around in the wide, rubbly river bed trying to spot a pool similar to the one I had fished in 7 years ago. There certainly were changes and I expected that there would be because every year rushing spring and summer flood waters recontour the river valley. Jimmy was as eager as I to solve the pygmy swordtail mystery. Now it seemed close to solution.

We approached each pool with enthusiasm and confidence. I scrutinised each specimen we caught before and after putting it in our collecting bottle. Again we found many _variatus, monstrosus_ and other typical Rio Axtla species, but no pygmy swordtails were among them. I was at a loss to account for our failure, for the places we fished in were similar to the pool of 1932. Despite our desire to pursue the now deepening mystery of the pygmy swordtail’s whereabouts, we could not carry on the search at the Rio Axtla the next day. We had to leave immediately for the exploration of the states of Chiapas, Oaxaca and Vera-cruz. Before leaving I told Jim that we would return to the Rio Axtla about 2 months hence and I vowed I would not leave the river until the problem was solved.

In southern Mexico, we were quite successful in getting fresh stocks of the live _maculatus_ and _helleri_ for my cancer research at the New York Aquarium, and Jimmy had volunteered to take the shipment home by boat. This left me free to pick up the other swordtail and platyfish species in northern Mexico and search again for the elusive pygmy swordtail. It was late in April when my wife Evelyn and I arrived at Tamazunchale, about 20 miles south of the Rio Axtla. Senor Salvador Coronado, who was on leave from his duties at the Mexican Department of Fisheries, offered to help us. He had discovered the blind characin fish in Cueva Chica not far from Axtla but knew nothing of the small swordtail species.

North of Tamazunchale the road rises several hundred feet, leaves the Rio Monteuma valley behind and enters that of the Rio Axtla. Trickling brooks north of the divide at Matlapa, Patitla and Jiltila flow north-east where they join
and give much substance to the Rio Axtla at Axtla. Day after day we systematically fished each arroyo, each brook and river, every isolated pool, spring and mud hole between Tamaulipas and Axtla, but we found no pygmy swordtail. Then we concentrated on the Rio Axtla proper in what appeared to be the identical area and almost the same time of year that we fished in 7 years ago.

We found that montezumae swordtails preferred the deep pools to other ecological niches. We found that the variatus platyfish congregated in large numbers in springs that spilled over into larger running streams. But we failed to find the pygmys. Then we fished in the riffles; we uprooted the rocks in midstream and we caught the dislodged and startled fishes that were swept into our seine. The swordtails we were looking for were not there. Finally, in desperation, we resorted to the most unsportsmanlike of all ways in catching fishes; we poisoned small areas of water with derris-root powder. As a result of our operations we accumulated one of the finest faunal surveys of the headwaters of the Rio Axtla ever made—but we failed to find the pygmy swordtail.

No doubt about it, I was baffled almost to the point of complete frustration. Never before had a species whose geographical range I knew, eluded me. Previously I had found the rare couchianus platy after 5 days of searching in the Huasteca canyon near Monterrey. I had collected the first purple spike-tailed platy (xiphidium) ever to be taken from the Rio Tamesi and successfully shipped them north to Carl Hubbs. But for some unaccountable reason I could not rediscover the whereabouts of the pygmy swordtail.

After the fifth day's search, for it was as fruitless as the others, Coronado began to express doubts as to the existence of such a fish as I described. He said that neither he nor any of the local Indians he had questioned had ever seen or heard of it. I didn't argue the point although I knew from my own experience that Mexican fishermen do not bother to differentiate between the many species of small fishes that are common everywhere. To them, all small fishes are toptos, little, insignificant ones, for which women fish with umbrella-like nets set on the bottom of a pond or stream and which they lift up from time to time; the fishes end up in their tamules.

**Success at Last**

By 5 o'clock of 14th April, 1939, Coronado and I were all in, hot, tired and ready to quit seineing; we had been fishing since dawn all along the shallow southwestern river bank at Axtla. We were muddy up to our ears, and the clearer, deeper waters that raced and cut into the opposite north bank were inviting. We waded across the shallows along the south shore to the steep-sided north bank. Then we walked along the edge of the high bankment to a point where the swift waters had undercut the land and formed a deep curved pool in the river bed. It seemed like a perfect spot for diving. We laid our gear on the grassy area and then dived into the clear, swift waters; the temperature was about 75° F., just right, not too hot or cold. I swam vigorously just to maintain my position in the strong current.

After a few minutes of swimming I became winded so I spurted towards the steep river bank. As I approached the undercut shoreline I got entangled in long strands of thin, ribbon-like eel grass which were rooted in the submerged soil. The strong current buffeted the grassy strands so vigorously that they waved almost horizontally in the water. As I swam through the tangle of waving aquatic grass, I must have flushed a school of tiny fish from their grassy retreat. I got just a flashing glimpse of them—a few silvery-blue streaks, that's all—but I realized immediately that the fish were unlike anything I had ever seen previously in Mexican waters.

I called to Coronado to check my observation but he had seen nothing. The problem of seining swift and tiny fish in such a situation seemed hopeless. From the overhanging bank the water surface was 2 ft. below us. If we approached the shore line from below the surface would have been above our heads. We had no choice except to try the operation from above. We took our 10 ft. seine, stretched it out between us, got on our knees and threw the mid-section lengthwise into the water, allowing the lead line to hit the surface of the water first.

Then, lying down belly-wise we managed to twist the sticks of the seine in such a way that the lead line went down under the water's surface ahead of the cork line. Then we directed the lead line towards shore, pushing it first through the stand of aquatic grass and then against the bank. After that we hauled it up and laid it on the grassy shore. It was awkward work and I noticed that during the lifting of the seine through the air many of the tiny fish wriggled in their slippery way through its quarter-inch mesh. Still others got away into the thick grass by the time I got to my feet.

An isolated pool in the bed of the Rio Axtla. The river bed is several hundred feet wide. As the waters recede during the dry season, pools like this one become isolated and trap fishes including variatus and montezumae, and other aquatic animals. Sometimes, the pygmy swordtails which ordinarily live in fast water, are also trapped. This accounts for the finding in such a pool, one pygmy swordtail in 1932, none in 1939. During both periods, it is most likely that thousands of pygmy swordtails were swimming about not far from these pools in another part of the river.
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Finally, I got one quick look at the fish that stayed put, and they were a pure colony of the elusive swordtails!

"Rare only Until . . ."

All the time the pygmies had been living in deep, clear, swift water. I had never suspected that this swift-water habitat was suitable or even possible for any xiphophorin fish. Once I had learned the secret of their hiding place, I obtained more than 300 perfect pygmy swordtails within half an hour. There must have been thousands of them within a 100 ft. stretch of the river.

My experience of searching and finding the pygmy swordtails reaffirmed an old collector's saying that 'a rare species is rare only until its ideal habitat is discovered—after that the species is common.'

I placed a few of the small, minnow-like swordtails in a glass jar containing clear river water to enable me to watch their movements at close range. They were sleek, beautifully streamlined and swam gracefully, almost effortlessly. The females, easily identified by their fan-like anal fins, were trim but slightly larger and plumper than their inch-long, gonopodium-equipped males. Only the most perfectly formed males had what, only by definition, could be regarded as a "sword." I had to look close indeed to see the "sword" because it was so small. In comparison the "sword" of the more northern purple playfish of the Rio Sota la Marina was much longer. Because of this and other contradictions in the stated differences between swordtails and playfish, we found it necessary to close ranks between the playfishes and swordtails and to place them into an identical generic group.

Since the adult "pygmy" swordtail was indeed small, Hubbs and I, some years later, formally named it Xiphophorus pygmaeus. There was never any doubt it was a good and true swordtail species once the tips of several male anal fins were inspected under the microscope. These gonopodial tips are only one-tenth inch long but their variously shaped hooks and spines are as diagnostic as human fingerprints.

The female pygmies are strikingly beautiful, with their purplish-blue colouring that is highlighted by glistening greenish lines. Some males resemble their females in their handsome blue colours; others are more subdued in their colouring, being slate-grey, while other males have strong golden overtones. The male pygmies' tendency for colour polymorphism parallels the characteristics of their two Rio Axtla relatives, the montezumae and variatus.

The unexpected discovery that pygmy swordtails live mainly in the swift waters of the Rio Axtla demanded a revision of former concepts concerning the habitats of the xiphophorin fishes as a group. The shallower areas of streams, the deeper, quieter pools of small brooks, the waterweed tangles of spring runs, the isolated and often stagnant pools left by receding flood water were regarded as their usual habitats. The pygmy, the most unlikely member from point of view of size and strength, was the exception. I wondered what physical qualities the pygmy has that enables it to flourish in fast water. What kind of food does it get there that may be missing elsewhere in the river? Nobody knows the answers to these questions.

In laboratory aquaria each of the three xiphophorin fishes—pygmaeus, variatus, montezumae—is perfectly capable of hybridisation with one another. Why is it then that in the Rio Axtla not a single hybrid has been found between any two of the three species among the more than 2,000 specimens that have been captured so far? Now we know that in the Rio Axtla the three closely related species live in relative proximity to each other. We also know that their wanderings on occasions take them into each other's favoured territory. We know, too, floods may drive them out of their own preferred habitat to that of another. After all, they live merely on opposite sides of the river.

Behaviour Patterns

If then, physical barriers in the field and structural differences in their bodies do not deter inter-mating of the species, what force is it that under natural conditions keeps them sexually true to their own species. The answer lies in the field of animal behaviour.

The problem of animal communication is still influenced more by myths and fairy tales than by the information obtained by animal behaviourists from their carefully conducted experiments. They say that fishes are capable of movements (other than those used for ordinary swimming) which are meaningful in various ways to their immediate associates. Some of these movements of the body and fins convey visual signs of aggression or passivity. Other movements, like quick thrusts of the anal fin or a circular manoeuvre of the body, may reflect a step in courtship, procedures often required by some fishes before mating. In these visual signs and portents, the colourful areas on the male's body or fins may enhance the visual effect upon the female.

For purposes of courtship perhaps each male xiphophorin in the Rio Axtla has a variety of colourful patterns. Some

(Please turn to page 216)
THE boom in the hobby in recent years has been reflected in the large number of books which have been issued and these have played their part in educating the would-be hobbyist in the many and varied aspects of the piscine fancy. Of necessity, the majority have been written for the beginner and these tend to be overlooked by the more-experienced aquarists who prefer specialised books on breeding, feeding techniques, marine aquaria and books in the catalogue class. Most important of all, the prospective reader wants good, clear photographs of his favourite fishes and of those whose acquaintance he hopes to make. If these photographs can be in colour so much the better. Unfortunately it has not been easy to provide all these requirements in the past.

This need has been recognised by the authors of the Encyclopedia of Tropical Fishes, who have produced a really monumental work. This single volume is the largest book yet issued on the hobby, and extends to 736 pages with 550 monochrome photographs and over 250 photographs in full colour. This means there are over 800 photos in the book, and what photos they are! Taken by such acknowledged experts as Timmerman, Perkins, Roberts and Wolfshmeier they must rank as good as any ever made of the hobby. Almost all these photos are half or full page, the black and white being mixed throughout the book, the colour sections being grouped together at the rear and extending from page 593 to 720. None of the photos are of dead fishes or mounted specimens but are taken of living fishes in tank surroundings. Many of the rarer fishes are included in the colour section.

All the more popular and common species are included in the book and all are named. I came across only one obvious error in nomenclature, one which even the veriest beginner would recognise as a printer's error. About half-a-dozen of the colour plates are heavy toned and dark, and there are three or four monochrome photos which are repeated in colour, but these are the only faults one can find in this wonderful book.

The title is perhaps a bit misleading. The word "encyclopedia" is described in the Oxford Dictionary as a "book of information on every branch of a subject, usually alphabetically arranged." The book does not fall into such a category because it is not alphabetically arranged, contains nothing about diseases, about starting up, about shows or any of the data required by the raw beginner. The layout is as follows. A preface and introduction are followed by some 15 pages on the "Fishbreeder's ten commandments" with 27 photos. Then follow sections on water, pH, hardness, etc., gravel and rockery, food and feeding, snails, plants and habits of fishes. The major part of the book is entitled "Breeding Procedures." There is an index of 11 pages. The authors lay stress on the book being written with special emphasis on breeding techniques. Brief but relevant details are given of each fish, tank size, breeding size, temperatures, etc., and any special points peculiar to that variety. Barbs throughout are described as "Puntius, a name which few people use in England."

The two authors are both well-known names in the hobby. Mr. Axelrod has owned his own retail and wholesale fish businesses and has imported and collected fishes all over the globe. He is also editor of a magazine in America. Mr. Vorderwinkler has written several books on fishes and in addition does translations of articles from foreign sources in Spanish, French and German.

Some good points are made as to why difficulty is experienced in breeding the so-called mystery fishes. Some fishes do not spawn in captivity because they simply haven't enough room and, like Lepironius, are stunted in the average aquarium and do not mature properly. Some fishes possibly seek really deep water for spawning and need a higher pressure than is found at the bottom of normal tanks. Then there is the matter of diet. The only tropical insect on the fish menu which can be supplied (in the U.S.A.) is mosquito larvae; in England even this is almost out of the question for most hobbyists. Many fishes suffer from deficiency of diet in our aquaria because what we give them to eat is very different from the food to which they are accustomed. Some fishes have never been spawning merely because not enough aquarists have tried; a small shipment arrives and most buyers are content just to look at them.

Some interesting points are mentioned about the scarlet characin or cardinal tetra. This was first spawned by Dr. Emmens, of Australia, who considers it spawns in a similar way to the neon except that it needs water a little more acid. This is a matter of opinion, as aquarists all over the world differ as to the pH, the range put forward being from pH 4.5 to 6.8, but all agree that soft water is essential. Adhesive eggs are scattered on bushy plants and the parents do not immediately eat their spawn. Sex is hard to define and only fullness of a female is any sure sign. Young need Infusoria for a full week at least, followed by newly hatched brine shrimp. Growth is very rapid.

I can recommend this book to all hobbyists and clubs. It is a fine book in every way and appears to be the heaviest book on the hobby yet issued—it weighs nearly 3 lb. If your dealer has only guppies and black widows to offer, don't worry, you can enjoy the whole tropical fish fancy within the pages of this book.

Fish Foods and Feeding by Dr. Feroze N. Ghadially. An AQUARIST booklet. 88 pages. £3.50. There are colour and line drawings. The Aquarist. 4s. 6d. (4s. 11d. post free).

AN addition to the well-known range of AQUARIST booklets is Fish Foods and Feeding, written by Dr. F. N. Ghadially, an aquarist who needs no introduction to readers of this magazine. This is no sketchy generalisation but quite a detailed and thorough work on all the many aspects covered by the title. Running to 88 pages, six chapters and well over 50 photographs, this 7¾ inches by 5 inches publication is a veritable mine of information on feeding topics and the material is presented in a very readable form. It is in no case technical and can be easily followed by any hobbyist. Nothing so elaborate as this has previously been available in the hobby and the more expert will wrly regret that it was not available to an earlier decade of enthusiasts in the hobby.

In turn the book deals with general principles, feeding problems of breeders, foods of animal origin, vegetable foods, dried, bottled and frozen foods, Infusoria tablets and substitutes and feeding appliances. The reader can turn up chapter and verse on Euglena, rotifers, micro worms, grinal worms, white worms, earthworms, Tubifex, Daphnia, Cyclops, Annelida and Gammarus, brine shrimp, mosquito, blood worms, glass worms, maggots, fruit flies, ants' eggs, water snails, mussels, fish, fish eggs and fish fry, tadpoles,
TROPICAL FISHKEEPERS’ REFRESHER COURSE:

Scissors-tail
(Rasbora trilineatus)

ORDER: Ostariophysi, from Greek ostaria, a little bone, and Greek physa—a bladder.
FAMILY: Cyprinidae, from Greek kypsinos—a kind of carp.
SPECIES: Rasbora trilineatus, from a native name, and Greek tri or Latin tri—three, and Latin lineatus—streaked or lined.

The largest scissors-tail I ever saw was about 4 in. in length. In its natural habitat in the Malay Peninsula it is credited with growing to 8 in. This places it well outside the designation of “toy” tropical. Extremely slim compared with its length, and by no means brightly coloured, it nevertheless has a grace and charm all its own. The fins are small and almost completely transparent. The caudal is very deeply forked, its two lobes being marked by an orange-yellow patch surmounted by a similar black one. This makes the caudal quite noticeable, and the partial closing of the two lobes towards each other as the fish makes sudden forward movements is definitely reminiscent of the movement of a pair of scissors blades. Hence the popular name.

Sexes are indistinguishable. The body of both male and female is completely devoid of colour, being a semi-translucent grey. This fish presents a challenge to any observant breeder. I have never witnessed a spawning of it, nor do I know anyone who has, yet occasionally fry appear in a tank. Perhaps the fish spawn in darkness; it cannot be said with certainty that they do not.

The first breeder who witnesses the actual spawning of the scissors-tail should put it down in black and white with full details of time, temperature, water, plants in the aquarium, etc., and send it for publication so that everyone may read it.

To avoid being overlooked, scissors-tails should be given an aquarium to themselves, with bright overhead lighting. As they are not small fish the aquarium should, I suggest, be a minimum of 36 in. by 12 in. by 15 in. If it is space they need to grow, then we should give it to them. Temperature attitude to take because starchy foods form an important constituent of any sane diet. It is not the use but abuse that one must guard against. Starchy foods being cheap there is a tendency to use more of these in the manufacture of dried foods than the more expensive foods rich in animal protein.”

Newcomers to the hobby will find this a wonderful guide which will save them much time, trouble and possible loss. More experienced aquarists will find it entertaining and instructive and just the book to have at the meeting to debate when no speaker turns up. Its low price makes it handy to give as a prize for table shows or club raffles and it certainly will find a place in every club library.

RAYMOND YATES

Search for the Pygmy Swordtail
(continued from page 214)

of the male montezumae swordtails have both brilliant lemon-yellow top-fins and tails while others have one or the other. Some of the variatus platyfish have yellow dorsals and flaming-red tails; others have just red tails. Pygmeus males vary, too; some are purple, some grey while others are golden. Related animals that have strong colour polymorphism like these swordtails and platyfish are attracting a growing school of naturalists, who suggest that sexual colour dimorphism is essential to an animal’s survival in those natural territories that are inhabited by two or more closely allied species.

The flashing and distinctive colouring of each species serves as an added recognition sign for the attention of the appropriate females. It could well be that the flaming-red tail of the male variatus is a traditional come-on sign for a female variatus, but it may be a meaningless flapping of the fins to female montezumae or pygmeus. If a male lacking a red tail waves a yellow dorsal the female variatus and montezumae may be attracted at first. But if the yellow-finned male also has a distinctive sword-like extension of its tail fin, perhaps only the female montezumae would be induced to carry on.

The physical resemblance between the variatus and montezumae females is so striking that aquarists have frequently misidentified them. The fishes rarely, if ever, make the same error.

THE AQUARIIST
Frogs in Captivity—by JOHN WALKER

TOADS were dealt with in a previous article and it is proposed to deal with the requirements in captivity of frogs in this one.

As with toads, an aquarium tank will make a satisfactory home; it should be as large as possible, a fair ruling being 12 sq. in. to 1 in. body length.

As frogs are more aquatic than toads, a greater area of water is needed. This can be arranged by placing some small bricks on a log across the tank, dividing it in two. On one side of this barricade, which should be 2–3 in. high, the space should be filled with pebbles or grit, level with the top of it. On top of this should be put about 2–3 in. of earth. The vacant side can then be filled with water. Again as with toads, plants tend to be more nuisance than they are worth. Lack of colour can be overcome by putting some duckweed in the water, and putting lichen-covered pieces of bark on the earth for shelters.

By nature frogs are more nippy and more easily frightened than toads. For example, if placed on a table a toad will merely walk over the edge, whereas a frog will throw itself off in any direction, regardless of the consequences. Therefore when handling frogs, all movements should be slow and deliberate, and not grabbing. Also when handling frogs it is best to have one’s hands moist, as dry hands will cause the creatures discomfort.

When selecting specimens for a collection, it is best to choose young ones, for these will nearly always feed, whereas old or adult ones will often refuse all food, sometimes until they die. It is also wise to keep only specimens of a similar size together, as many frogs will be prepared to stuff their smaller brethren down their throats.

For food, almost any insects will be taken, also molluses and worms, food being caught on the tongue and, with worms, on the front feet as it is swallowed. The front feet are also used to keep the worms in a central position if they start getting too low on one side or the other. As with toads, the eyes are used to help the frogs in swallowing. All the three British frogs belong to the typical frog genus *Rana*, and all make quite satisfactory pets.

The common frog (*Rana temporaria*), 8–9 cm., can be found in almost any shade of brown, yellow or grey, marked with brown or black. The colouring is variable and is changeable with temperature. Sometimes specimens will be found with hardly any markings, and others are nearly all blotches. In my collection I have one very attractive orange specimen with blood-red markings.

The edible frog (*R. esculenta*) is rather larger and more thickset than the common frog. On top it is generally a bright emerald green, marked with black, and below it is plain white. The edible frog can take its prey above or below water.

The marsh frog (*R. ridibunda*) is Europe’s largest frog, sometimes growing to about 12–13 cm. It is similar to the edible frog in shape. In colour it is green, brown or bronze. Sometimes it is bright green in front and brown at the back. The legs are banded with black or dark brown,
and spots of black or brown are scattered over the body. Underneath R. ridibunda is generally white. This is very definitely a frog to get young, as freshly caught old specimens are very panicky, and I have rarely been able to get them to feed.

For the more exotically minded, there are sometimes on the market one or other of the varieties of bullfrog. Of these my favourite is *R. adspersa* from South Africa. This grows to about 8 in. long, and nearly as wide. On top it is yellow-green or olive, with a dorsal stripe of yellow, and has several other yellow stripes running down the back and sides. Also on the back are several ridges, which give the frog an unusual appearance. Round the top of each front leg is a thick red-orange band, the red from this band spreading into the surrounding body. The rest of the underside is pinky white or grey-white. These frogs will eat almost anything that moves, and should be kept at around 75°F, falling to not less than 55°F at night.

---

**Successful Breeding of Black Angel Fish**

*by H. C. Parsons*

About 18 months ago I was very much struck with the beauty of the first black angel fish I had seen, so much so that I spent the not inconsiderable sum of £7 apiece on four of them (about one-shilling body size) from a London dealer. I have been breeding normal angels for many years in considerable quantities. I might say that angels have always been my first love in my fish house, and I would feel lost without a few tanks of them around.

For a while the "blacks" thrived. They were kept and maintained with half a dozen or so "normals." I was growing on for breeding, and their diet was, as is usual with me for most fishes, *Daphnia* and chopped *Tubifex* (as long as *Tubifex* is well chopped I have never found fault with it as a food).

About 3 months after the purchase of the "blacks" I bought six "lace angels," close relatives—but fish in which the black lines of the common angels are diffused and spread over the intervening scales with cloudy black. The "lace" were very robust and grew apace; not so, regretfully, the blacks. These became finicky eaters, and, with the exception of one which had the will to live and grow, were obviously deteriorating. I placed them in a tank alone and nursed them. With two I had a measure of success; the good one mentioned above continued to improve and another picked up and began to look hopeful, but within a few weeks the other two for no reason I could pin-point sickened and died. I was left with two blacks and six virile lace angels.

The fish were now approaching a size when I considered breeding would soon be possible, but I was in for more disappointment. First I was informed by a friend of mine who is infallible on this subject, Mrs. E. A. Allen, that both my blacks were males, and secondly, shortly afterwards I lost the smaller of the two.

A few weeks later, during a visit to me by a well-known fellow aquarist, I lost my last black. He had a black female and I lent him my male and wished him luck. Three months later, about 6 months ago, my fish was returned to me and my friend had had no good fortune.

Meanwhile, my lace angels had really developed; two were paired and breeding well and all were deeply coloured; the black diffusion had spread and settled to such a degree that the fish had to be seen in good light to be differentiated from their black cousin.

A little later, again with Mrs. Allen's assistance, I placed
in a breeding tank my black male with a "lady of lace." And this time my luck changed; the fish settled happily together, the normal wrestling tactics were indulged in, and 3 weeks after placing the pair together I had a reasonable spawn on the broad leaf of an Echinodorus rangerii. The eggs went through the normal phases and 8 days later I had a free-swimming batch of baby fish, which I fed immediately on brine shrimp.

When the fish were 3 weeks old differences in coloration were already apparent, some youngsters being much darker than others. Then I started to lose them, and always it seemed it was the smallest and darkest that died. From that first brood I produced 118 lace angels and 87 normals; no blacks survived.

The parents meanwhile were spawning regularly and my friend Mr. C. A. Allen volunteered, when the second batch were 4 weeks old, to try and separate the "sheep from the goats" or the darks from the normals. One Saturday afternoon he did this, and from this brood we had 304 dark and 180 normals. Looking closely at the dark ones in a nice big tank, Mr. Allen said, "I think I could pick you the truly black ones from these." He set to work and segregated 48 fish. I put these into a separate 18 in. by 12 in. tank. I have lost nine and the remainder are over one-shilling size and are the most beautiful, active black angels I have ever seen.

Since then we have sorted a further larger brood: 162 normals, 308 lace and 104 black, and we did this at less than 4 weeks after free-swimming time. I have not lost a "black" yet (touch wood)!

It appears to be true that the blacks are weaker at birth than the lace or normals, but if they can be separated quickly enough and are able to obtain an adequate supply of food (from which they were foiled in my first brood by the more robust normals and laces) they will survive and thrive. I am very proud of my tanks of black angels.

---

**Cacti in the Fish House**

The Christmas-flowering cactus (Zygocactus truncatum) will probably have flowered by the start of the year.

This is a true cactus, with the areoles which denote a cactus plant. The flowers are freely borne at the ends of the shoots; these are not leaves, as some people imagine. The flowers are cerise in colour and are of a one-sided shape which is known as zygomorphic, hence the name Zygocactus. Some people have difficulty in flowering this plant, as many of the flower buds form and then drop off before opening. This may be due to several reasons. If the plant is over-watered it can lose its buds; if it is kept too dry for too long this can have the same effect. Many plants drop their buds if they are subjected to a draught or quickly changing temperatures.

---

**SEXING ANGEL FISH—A note by Mrs. E. A. ALLEN**

The fish must be in good condition, and to be certain about them I prefer them to be about 1½ in. in diameter. A reasonably well-grown fish should attain this size at about 7-8 months of age.

The important sexing point is the region of the body directly behind the junction of the pectoral fins with the angel’s body. If the fish is viewed head-on the body of a male in good condition is concave, that of a female is convex. In the diagrams the differences are exaggerated.

Practice in this art makes perfect, as with many others. If readers take every opportunity of sexing angel fish and are keen observers they should in time make few mistakes.

---

Arrows indicate the body region of the angel fish that indicates sex differences.

In the head-on views of male (left) and female (right) the differences of outline are exaggerated.
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Fancy Goldfish Breeding—12

by A. BOARDER

This month it is the turn of the nymph to be dealt with in this series of articles. This fish was not recognised in the 1947 standards of the Federation of British Aquatic Societies but was brought in the latest standards at the request of a society who favoured the variety. It can be quite a handsome fish but the majority of specialist breeders are of the opinion that the fish can occur as a throw-out from strains of fantail and veiltails, and for that reason it is thought that a special standard for it should not have been supplied. In my own strain of fantails I often get fish which have a single tail and so conform to the standards required for the nymph.

As with several of the fancy varieties the nymph can be shown in the three colour variations, metallic, nacreous and matte. The easiest way to describe the fish to the newcomer would be to liken it to a single-tailed veiltail. The body should be short and deep, with a depth of more than half the length of the body. The head should be broad and deep and run into the contour of the body without any sign of a hump or snout. The back should be nicely rounded. The mouth should be small and the nasal flaps well developed. The dorsal fin should be as high as the depth of the body and be well held. The caudal fin is to be single and well forked. The pectoral fins are not very large but the pelvics are as long as the height of the dorsal fin. The anal is single and fairly well developed.

The colour of the self-metallic can be a rich red or a chrome yellow, and the variegated should have two or more colours. All the scales should be clearly visible and the whole fish should show the metallic sheen. The nacreous or matte types should have no scales visible and the gill plates should be soft. The colour of the nacreous and matte are to be as for the shubunkin: blue, violet, yellow, red and brown in a bright pattern with spotings of black.

The minimum length of the fish for show purposes is to be 2 inches, excluding the caudal fin. Apart from one district in this country I do not think that nymphs are specially bred for show purposes, but in case any reader wishes to take up the strain a few hints will not be out of place.

The nymph is a harder fish than the veiltail and the scaled types would be quite suitable for the outdoor pond. The nacreous and matte types are not quite as suitable as their finnage is usually more delicate than that of the scaled fish, and would be more easily damaged in a pond in winter through attacks of fungus and fin congestion. The parent fish should be chosen with a view to obtaining the best body shapes in the youngsters. Deep and well-rounded bodies are essential. The caudal fin is the next important feature. It would be no easy task to obtain fish with a tail as shown in the illustration of the nymph in the F.B.A.S. Standards booklet. The fish is depicted with a huge tail well back from the body. It would be difficult enough to produce a fish which could hold such a huge tail out straight without any dropping even with a scaled type, but to do so in a nacreous or matte fish would be almost an impossibility. The scaled fish usually have much stronger finnage than the nacreous fish, and the dorsal can be better held erect and the tail has a stronger frame.

Although nymphs are often obtained when breeding veiltails and fantails it would not be a good proposition to try to breed from such fish. As they would have the strain of veiltail or fantail inherent in their genes it is probable that few of their progeny would be good nymphs. Even after a number of generations many fish would revert to the original strain of double- or web-tailed fish. There is no need to have any particular food for these fish and the usual foods, containing a fair proportion of starchy material, will be taken and should provide the necessary body form.

All forms of fancy goldfish youngsters should have had another sorting over by the time they are 3 months of age. By this time any faults will have become apparent, but many may not be noticed until the fish can be placed into a tank which can be kept under observation for some time. It is surprising how faults can be detected when a fish is constantly under view. Those types with a double tail may suddenly show a curling under one of the lobes of the caudal fin, or a split may become evident. This may heal and the fish be none the worse for it. However, a fault may show up which will never right itself; such a one is when a thickened ray is seen in the tail, which spoils the shape somewhat and would be down-pointed at a show. Temperature of the water in the rearing tanks should be carefully checked according to the type of fish being reared. Warmth plays an important part in the colour change of the scaled types; the warmer the water the quicker will the change occur. This does not mean that the fish should be kept at a warm temperature for too long. After about 3 months the fish should be at a temperature of not above 65°F., and 60°F. will be better during the winter. Warmth alone does not make all fish change colour, as it is well known that in a strain of scaled fish some of them can change colour in a few weeks whilst others of the same hatch and kept under exactly the same conditions will not change for as many months. In my strain of fancy fish some youngsters change colour when they are less than an inch long at a few weeks of age, whereas others of the same brood do not change for some months and not until they are over an inch in body length.

Water temperature appears to have an effect on the development of the fins. If fantails are kept in over-warm water for too long their tails can grow excessively long and flowing. For raising fantails and similar types of scaled fish the water temperature can be about 70°F. for the first 8 weeks. It can then be lowered to 65° for another month, and then after that about 60° will do until the fish are 2 inches long over all. Many aquarists do not pay enough attention to the temperature of the water once the fry have hatched but it is most important to test this at regular intervals.

As stated before in these articles, the warmth of the water regulates the time taken by the fish to digest the food. Even with these coldwater fish the rate of growth can be altered considerably by the careful regulation of temperatures when the fry are small. The amount of food which a goldfish could assimilate in a day when in water at 50°F. could easily be trebled if the temperature was raised to 70°F. Care must be taken to ensure that the water remains fairly pure when this warmth is given as it is well known that the warmer the water the less oxygen does it hold. With insufficient oxygen the fish are unable to digest their foods, go off feeding and are soon in trouble.

With heavy feeding, especially when there are a fair number of youngsters in a tank it is certain that the water will soon become foul. The droppings of the fish will be (Please turn to page 223)
MR. H. S. Wightman, of Catford, is an aquarist in the true sense of the word, but one who obviously does not regard his hobby as a separate entity to his home and its general attractiveness and comfort. Rather has he endeavoured to introduce fishes to his home as an integral part of the amenities and he has succeeded in this to a degree which well merits special mention.

Mr. Wightman and his wife share a house with his parents and occupy the first floor. On ascending the staircase, the visitor is confronted with the first example of this aquarist's ingenuity on the landing. A 24 in. by 15 in. by 12 in. aquarium, encased in a daffodil-yellow and black exterior of contemporary design, hangs at eye level and apparently suspended from the ceiling. Containing angel fish and blind cave fish the aquarium is attractive in itself, but the unusual method of siting endows it with additional interest and prompts many an anxious glance aloft and many a timid question as to the make-up of the ceiling!

A visit to the attic above, however, soon supplies the

Method of suspension of the ceiling aquarium is shown in this picture taken in the attic. Rods supporting the aquarium are seen entering the upper surface of the ceiling; they are secured to lengths of channel iron across the joists. Wiring and air-line for the aquarium are also shown

Aquarium encased in hardboard and suspended by steel rods from the ceiling

answers. The span of the two main walls of the hall 7 ft. 6 in. and the top surfaces of these walls are visible from the attic, where they may be seen running parallel with the joists. A substantial block of timber on the top of each wall supports the ends of two lengths of 3 in. by 1¼ in. channel iron. A U-shaped length of ¾ in. bright mild steel passes through each of these, and is secured by high tensile steel nuts, the result constituting a cradle in which repos a the aquarium.

The tank is insulated against heat-loss by slab concrete, the whole being encased in ribbed panelling of hardboard. From the ceiling to the top of the aquarium casing the four visible uprights are sleeved in ½ in. copper tubing, and down one of these is run the electrical wiring and the aeration pipe-line. The idea was motivated by a desire to have an aquarium on the landing which would be at eye level to a standing viewer, but which would not involve the use of an ungainly and unduly high stand.

Mr. Wightman's fish room appears to be the skilful result of an endeavour to retain this room as a general usable adjunct to the reception rooms proper, for although the multi-tank unit forms the main feature of the room it is so smoothly blended with the furnishings that it does
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not aggressively obtrude nor is there any evidence of the usual paraphernalia which immediately hall-marks a fish room as such and as nothing else. This room measures 12 ft. 4½ in. by 8 ft., and along one of the long walls extends a unit comprising a 36 in. by 20 in. by 12 in. aquarium flanked on each side by two others of 15 in. by 12 in. by 12 in.

A 6 in. by 2 in. joist, extending from wall to wall at floor level, supports nine 2 in. by 3 in. uprights at the front, and a second, similar joist running parallel supports five uprights at the rear. Two 2 in. by 3 in. joists at the top form the base upon which rest the aquaria. The upper panelling, which forms the facework of the aquaria, is of door panelling mounted upon a wooden framework for rigidity and fixed to the main joists by no more than eight screws. By the removal of four of these the whole panel may be tilted if it becomes necessary to remove any of the aquaria.

Above each tank is a servicing panel, hinged at the top and opening inwards, a reflector plate of aluminium acting as a counterbalance. Six small switches mounted beneath the central aquarium provide individual control for the lighting of each tank, with an over-riding master switch.

The lower panelling is constructed of ribbed hardboard incorporating two detachable panels which give access to the electrical gear and storage space for nets, siphons, fish foods and the like. The whole unit is finished in a pastel shade of green and is extremely pleasing to look upon.

Low-voltage lighting is employed for all Mr. Wightman's tanks, car bulbs (12v, 24w) wired in parallel and run from the mains via a 30 amp. transformer being used. The heating circuits for each aquarium are separately fused with 1 amp. fuses housed in clock connectors which, owing to the incorporation of a securing screw in the plug, cannot be accidentally removed. External thermostats are fitted throughout and aeration is provided by a pump situated near the electrical gear. The pump feeds, as
A servicing panel above one of the aquariums in the unit is shown in the open position and discloses one of the 12 watt lamps used for lighting.

well as the aquaria in the fish room, the suspended tank on the landing via \frac{1}{4} in. copper tubing channelled into the walls during initial interior decorating.

The central and largest aquarium in the fish room contains an unusual community, comprising two scats, three Malayan angels, one Labio bicolour, a clown loach, a Plecostomus catfish, a spotted catfish, a pair of red swordtails and a pair of guppies, the last-mentioned as eternal providers of live food! Dispersed among the other tanks are thick-lip gouramis, harlequins, zebras, danios, tiger and rosy barbs, neon, etc. As a keen and active member of the Catford Aquarists’ Society, Mr. Wightman has several awards to prove the quality of his fishes, which have every reason to feel and appear in the best of spirits in view of their excellent living conditions.

In conclusion it should be mentioned that as the fish room will shortly be required for a nursery, Mr. Wightman is planning to move the contents into the attic where, after partitioning off the required space, an exact replica of the existing set-up will be erected. Had it not been for his wife’s desire to place on record her husband’s ingenious craftsmanship, of which she is justly proud, his light would still repose beneath the proverbial bushel, for he is modest to a degree.

Fancy Goldfish Breeding
(continued from page 220)

too much for any plants in the tank to absorb, and so a large amount of aulm will form and the water can soon start to smell. It is amazing how many goldfish can live in smelly water but it is bad policy to allow these conditions to continue for long. Almost overnight, especially in very warm weather, the water can turn too foul and the fish can then be in trouble. A sign of this can be the appearance of patches of bubbles on the surface of the water in the mornings.

About once a month the water can be completely changed in the rearing tanks. This change is beneficial to the fry. I have found that it is not wise to change completely the fry water to fresh tap water. After having had this change the fry seem to go off their food for a couple of days. It pays to have a spare tank (I use an old cold-water cistern floated over with cement) in the garden which is kept filled with tap water to be used for replenishing the fry tanks. The spare tank has some growing water plants and houses a few Daphnia. This water is in ideal condition for refilling the fry tanks after they have been cleaned out.

Make sure, however, that no pests such as dragon-fly larvae are present to cause danger among the fry.

Next month’s article will deal with special breeding for the comet goldfish.
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OUR EXPERTS’ ANSWERS TO TROPICAL AQUARIUM QUERIES

My black mollie has contracted swim-bladder trouble. Can you suggest treatment for this fish?

Place the fish in slightly saline water maintained at a temperature a few degrees above normal. The shallower the water the better. Feed the fish on scraped red meat, chopped earthworms and the like. If the fish does not improve within 7 to 9 days, it is kindest to put it out of its misery.

I have just started keeping tropical fishes in a tank measuring 24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in. I have some guppies, a pair of mooros, an angelfish and four rosy barbs in it. The water looks perfect, has no smell, and the fishes look healthy, but a friend has told me that the water should be kept oxygenated by a small air pump. Is this correct?

There is no need to install an air pump unless your tank is overcrowded—and your tank is not overcrowded. A good growth of healthy plant life will help to keep the water pure and well oxygenated.

I have been told that I should not add any salt to a tropical aquarium containing catfish. Is this true?

The majority of catfish do not like salt in the water, and some species are more easily upset by saline conditions than others. It is advisable to go careful on the salt when adding any to an aquarium inhabited by catfish.

I should like to breed beacons fish. Please will you tell me something about their breeding requirements and conditioning?

Beacon fish need clear water about 10 inches deep. The back and sides of the aquarium should be filled with clumps of feathery foliaged vegetation such as fine-leaved willow moss or Myriophyllum. The temperature of the water should average about 75°F. The sexes should be separated for a week or two before placing them in the spawning tank, and while they are kept apart, plenty of live or meaty food should be given to them to bring them into tip-top condition.

I have just installed a modern coke-burning stove in my fish room. Do you think fumes from this stove will harm the fishes?

The modern closed coke or solid-fuel burning stoves are remarkably efficient in operation, and we do not think you have any need to worry about fumes. You should, however, provide the room with proper ventilation.

I spawned some tiger barbs 6 months ago, but the young fish are nowhere near full size. What food should I give them to accelerate growth?

Food alone will not accelerate growth. Young fish need plenty of swimming space in well-oxygenated water. Foods to help growth include chopped earthworms, scraped red meat, chopped cooked heart and cereal foods such as Bernax and fine oatmeal.

Are Anatomus anatomus suitable for keeping with other fishes in a community aquarium?

A. anatomus are not pugnacious fish, but as they may attain a length of about 5 inches it would not be wise to keep them in the company of very small fishes.

When I switch on my toplight, all the fishes in the tank dash madly about, and the angel fish in particular lose all their colour and look quite distressed. Do you think that suddenly flooding the aquarium with light is bad for fishes?

It is not a good policy to illuminate an aquarium suddenly with bright light. Always switch the room light on first, then the aquarium toplight. The sudden transition from dark to bright light is enough to kill some fishes, especially nervous species like angel fish.

Some time ago I bought some Malayan snails. I appear to have hundreds of the snails now, but cannot find them owing to their habit of burying themselves in the compost. How can I rid the aquarium of most of these snails without emptying the aquarium and hand-picking the compost?

After dark, Malayan snails emerge from their daytime retreats and crawl over the surface of the compost and up the leaves of the plants and sides of the glass. It is not difficult to capture some of the snails every night after dark by shining a pocket torch into the aquarium. Another method of attack is to remove all the fishes from the aquarium, and throw a few crushed cabbage leaves or lettuce leaves into the water. When the leaves decay they will cause a certain amount of pollution which will send the snails to the surface of the water in search of more oxygen. After handfuls of the snails have been removed from the aquarium, the decaying matter should be removed, the bottom of the aquarium should be siphoned to remove all dirt, and the water drawn off should be made good by fresh water which has stood to mature for a few days (or boiled water allowed to cool to normal aquarium temperature before being introduced into the tank).

How much light does a tropical aquarium need to keep the plants in growing condition?

You did not say in your letter whether your aquarium is illuminated by natural daylight or not. If the tank is...
placed quite close to a window there is no need to worry about artificial lighting except from a decorative point of view, or during the shortest or darkest days of winter. But where the natural light is poor, or the aquarium is placed some distance from a window, electric light is absolutely necessary to keep the plants in healthy condition. Two 60-watt bulbs in a reflector fitted not more than 6 inches above the surface of the water should be ample to keep a 24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in. tank in perfect condition; that is, if the light is kept burning for at least 7 hours every day. It is better to illuminate the aquarium with a very bright light for a few hours every day, than burn low-wattage bulbs for long periods. In short, plants will grow better with 5 hours of really bright light than with 10 hours of poor light. In fact, in a poor light most aquarium plants will soon turn yellow and wither away.

COLDWATER FISH-KEEPING QUERIES answered by A. BOARDER

I wonder if you would be good enough to recommend three or four coldwater plants for my tank. I am a beginner and am somewhat confused by the lists of plants advertised.

Useful plants for your purpose are Lagarosiphon major and Egeria densa for the back and back corners, Hygrophila polycarpa and Vallisneria spiralis var. torta for the middle with perhaps some Fontinalis antipyretica for near the front. Do not have too many kinds of plants and see that they are planted in small clumps, not single stems stuck in at regular intervals all over the bottom of the tank. The plants should soon grow and make a good show.

How often should I change the water in my coldwater tank?

Once the tank is established you should not have to change the water at all. Soon after a tank is first set up the water may not be too good in condition but once the water plants start to grow well there should be no need to change the water again for many years. Once a week regularly the tank should receive some attention, when some of the mull in the bottom must be sieved out. Whilst this is being done a quantity of water will be drawn off. This is thrown away and the tank is refilled with fresh water. A tank about 24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in. will need the removal of 3 or 4 gallons of water at each servicing. The replacement of this amount of fresh water will ensure that the tank keeps in good condition and that much of the mineral salts which could become too concentrated for the good of the fish will be removed. Very often more harm than good can come from continually emptying and refilling a tank.

I have heard that it is fatal to feed goldfish on bread. Is this correct get plate?

This statement is not correct. I often feed my goldfish on brown bread. I do not use white bread as I consider that much of the nourishment from the wheat has been removed in the making of it. In any event, I consider that boiled wheat or wheaten brown bread is a very good food for goldfish but, of course, I do not recommend that it should form the sole food. Many other things should be given, including live foods such as garden worms, white worms, Tubifex, gentles, etc. The idea that white bread will kill goldfish has probably been encouraged by the fact that small boys try to keep sticklebacks, etc., in small jars and then feed the fish on lumps of bread. The water soon becomes foul and the fish die; not through eating the bread but because the uneaten bread has turned the water foul.

Why is it that some young fancy goldfish in a batching change colour quickly whereas others take much longer?

This is because of the particular make-up of the fish and may be nothing to do with the conditions under which they are kept. In some strains of goldfish it will be found that at some time in the past either a shubunkin or a pale-coloured fish has been used for breeding. It is amazing how long after this has happened that some of the strain can carry this trait. I have known fish bred from a strain of apparently all-red fish throw a few fish which have changed colour in a few weeks and look more like young shubunkins than scaled goldfish. It will be found that those fishes in a scaled strain which change colour first are not always the best to keep. It is quite probable that they will either be all silver or have very little red at all. Such fish are all right for keeping but are not as likely to succeed at a show as those which are all one colour.

How much food can a goldfish eat in a day in relation to its size?

This is a question which has many facets to it. Firstly, a young growing goldfish will require much more food than an adult one. Secondly, the temperature of the water controls the amount of food which a fish can eat, to a large extent. In cold water the fish will not eat nearly as much as in warmer water. The warm water means that the fish can move about much more actively and so needs more nourishment. When the water is cold the fish becomes almost torpid and the need for food does not occur. Another determining factor is the amount of oxygen in the water. This latter point is often lost sight of by aquarists. When the water contains plenty of oxygen and lacks foul gases the fish are in the condition to digest their food quickly and so need it more often. Once the water becomes the slightest bit foul the fish lose their appetites and become sluggish. Then when more food is added the water turns sour and the fish are in trouble. It is probable that more fishes are lost through this cause than from any other. A 3 months old healthy goldfish could eat as much as would lie in a sixpence at least three times a day, although it would be quite impossible for the fish to eat this amount in a short space of time.

In their natural state many fish of the goldfish types will be browsing about among the water plants and at the bottom searching for food almost all day long. In warmish water the food is soon digested and voided, giving the need for more to be eaten. The fact that goldfish eat more food when the water is warmer should not encourage anyone to try to keep goldfish types too high a temperature, as whilst this happens much of the oxygen can be driven out of the water and the fish could not then assimilate their food. Anything over 75° F. is not likely to suit coldwater fishes for long.

I have a goldfish which some time ago started to get very swollen. I had hoped that the fish would get bigger and bigger. It then began swimming upside down and lying on the bottom of the aquarium. I gave it a potassium permanganate bath and placed it in green water but it still seems very blown up although otherwise in good condition. What is the cause of the trouble?

It is probable that the fish is a female which is full of eggs. There may not be an active male in the tank to encourage the fish to lay her eggs or the conditions are not just right for it to spawn. The large number of eggs may be pressing on the swim bladder and so the balance of the fish is disturbed. You can try keeping the fish in shallow water and in as warm a position as possible. The fish may soon recover under such conditions.
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left their car parked in a secondary road next to a small wood in which there were the ponds. While, at twilight they suddenly heard a loud speaker booming out "Will the owner of car number . . . please come out of the wood?" On reaching the road they saw a police car, and had to give an explanation of just what they had been up to. However, the innocent explanation was evidently an old joke to the officer concerned, as he merely looked askance but said nothing.

Clown loach are more frequently met with nowadays than a few years ago and they are not nearly so difficult as they were once found. They have several exasperating habits, however, quite apart from their love of looking as if they were booked for a fishy Valhalla. They dearly love to hide away, and if no hide-out exists they'll soon make one! They also eat at night and tend to ignore food dropped in the daytime, which means the other fishes eat it up and they risk starvation if not properly cared for. I find mine do very well on odd garden worms, very occasional Tubifex, boiled ham, tongue, Bemax and liver, plus dried tinned fish. They also enjoy cutting small holes in the leaves of Cryptocoryne plants. If they do go hungry they have the annoying habit of chewing each other's tails ragged, and they do not look so attractive when this has happened. It is a habit that even the best of friends fall out over when they are starving. Don't let them get this way; feed immediately before leaving the tank in darkness for any reason. Whilst inspecting their catch by twilight they suddenly heard a loud speaker booming out "Will the owner of car number . . . please come out of the wood?" On reaching the road they saw a police car, and had to give an explanation of just what they had been up to. However, the innocent explanation was evidently an old joke to the officer concerned, as he merely looked askance but said nothing.

Portsmouth Club is quite revolutionary. Their quarterly magazine is now being issued monthly. No wonder the editor pleads for copy! However, each issue contains some pages plus covers and is packed with interesting notes. A correspondent makes some good points about running a successful club. He suggests a combination of determination and enthusiasm and looking around, first for new members and secondly by having an attractive programme. Too many clubs overlook the fact that we live in competitive days. One cannot fight television with a series of embarrassing rows at meetings. People are usually the sort of people which you must talk to, and not just talk about fishes. Advice tendered is to elect a good committee and let them get on with the job—if you don't trust a man why employ him, as the Eastern proverb goes. Most clubs usually have a social side and roughly equal numbers of the sexes. People want a "matey" evening and a good programme, not a series of amendments. Where a member in Switzerland was interested to find some hotels with tanks outside displaying small salmon and trout for the guest's own lunch. The fish were unfortunately fishes, their quarters being so cramped they could hardly turn round.
Frogs in Captivity—by JOHN WALKER

Toads were dealt with in a previous article and it is proposed to deal with the requirements in captivity of frogs in this one.

As with toads, an aquarium tank will make a satisfactory home: it should be as large as possible, a fair ruling being 12 sq. in. to 1 in. body length.

As frogs are more aquatic than toads, a greater area of water is needed. This can be arranged by placing some small bricks on a log across the tank, dividing it in two. One side of this barricade, which should be 2–3 in. high, the space should be filled with pebbles or grit, level with the top of it. On top of this should be put about 2–3 in. of earth. The vacant side can then be filled with water. Again as with toads, plants tend to be more nuisance than they are worth. Lack of colour can be overcome by putting some duckweed in the water, and putting lichen-covered pieces of bark on the earth for shelters.

By nature frogs are more nervous and more easily frightened than toads. For example, if placed on a table a toad will merely walk over the edge, whereas a frog will throw itself off in any direction, regardless of the consequences. Therefore when handling frogs, all movements should be slow and deliberate, and not grabbing. Also when handling frogs it is best to have one’s hands moist, as dry hands will cause the creatures discomfort.

When selecting specimens for a collection, it is best to choose young ones, for these will nearly always feed, whereas old or adult ones will often refuse all food, sometimes until they die. It is also wise to keep only specimens of a similar size together, as many frogs will be prepared to stuff their smaller brethren down their throats.

For food, almost any insects will be taken, also molluscs and worms, food being caught on the tongue and, with worms, is cleaned with the front feet as it is swallowed. The front feet are also used to keep the worms in a central position if they start getting too low on one side or the other. As with toads, the eyes are used to help the frogs in swallowing. All the three British frogs belong to the typical frog genus *Rana*, and all make quite satisfactory pets.

The common frog (*Rana temporaria*), 8–9 cm., can be found in almost any shade of brown, yellow or grey, marked with brown or black. The colouring is variable and is changeable with temperature. Sometimes specimens will be found with hardly any markings, and others are nearly all blotches. In my collection I have one very attractive orange specimen with blood-red markings.

The edible frog (*R. esculenta*) is rather larger and more thickset than the common frog. On top it is generally a bright emerald green, marked with black, and below it is plain white. The edible frog can take its prey above or below water.

The marsh frog (*R. ridibunda*) is Europe’s largest frog, sometimes growing to about 12–13 cm. It is similar to the edible frog in shape. In colour it is green, brown or bronze. Sometimes it is bright green in front and brown at the back. The legs are banded with black or dark brown.

---

Common frog
(*Rana temporaria*)

Photo: W. S. Pitt
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limbs (much reduced in size), and then was set upon and torn to pieces by a finger-nail-sized shore crab which had lain hidden by day in the gravel, and came out only at night with a ferocious appetite.

In the west country the common hermit is invariably accompanied by a big anemone, Callactes, sometimes by four of them standing picturesquely upright on the shell. Be content with this one hermit and his retinue, then all may go well. Introduce another hermit similarly encumbered and trouble starts. However well fed the two hermits may be, each makes a nightly habit of searching the stomachs of the other hermit’s anemones and dragging out every scrap of food found. Before long, of course, this means a fight to the death between the hermits. The anemones on the shell of the losing hermits automatically catch and swallow any spoils of battle, and are promptly robbed by the survivor. Segregation seems the only prescription for a lasting peace.

On such lines I have kept for 6 months a specimen of the so-called snap lobster (in America the "pistol prawn")

Alpheus ruber. Much more needs to be known about this shrimp-sized, bright-red macrurid.

The "finger" of one claw has a sort of spring-triger joint so that it can snap as loudly as can one’s thumb and forefinger. Why? Some say it is a mating call, like the "stridulation" of the crawfish, Palmarus. Others say it is to kill small prey by concussion. One would like to know much more. Given a stone, to act as a base, Alpheus at once goes to ground beneath it. Working from this point it tunnels a sandy floor and throws up picturesque, ever-changing earthworks.

Another problem is waiting solution. Although millions of hermits have been kept in aquaria for years, no one has yet witnessed the fertilisation of the eggs. Authorities think, plausibly enough, it is accomplished lobster-wise. It seems likely but still remains, until proven a fact, theory only. An eye-witness account means keeping two hermits, he and she, in one tank. The snag will be obvious. The marine aquarist need never, like the late Alexander the Great, yearn for new worlds to conquer.

An Upside-Down Aquarium is a Pleasing Novelty

by THOMAS S. COX

As a small fish-keeper for many years I know that fishes have feelings and sensations as intense as those of many other more highly esteemed creatures. So, as many bird-keepers like to let their pets out of their cages, I let my goldfish come out of their pond to look around the garden.

The principle involved is very simple. In the first instance I submerged a round goldfish bowl in my pond. I then reversed it into the upside-down position and partly withdrew it from the water, so that the open neck remained submerged and the bowl remained filled with water though its body was lifted well above the pond water level. In this position I supported it with two horizontal iron rods, and in a few moments the goldfish swam up into the inverted globe and, their red and gold colours magnified and gleaming in the sunshine, made a colourful and pleasing spectacle.

Friends seeing for the first time the fish in the bowl, have imagined that they were imprisoned and have assured me the fish would die, until they saw them dive down and appear in the main body of the water.

To-day, I have disposed of the glass bowl, and use a rectangular glass tank for the "look-out tower" for my fish. The glass tank stands upside down with the bottom edge below the pond water level, and rests upon four submerged flower-pots.

To get this larger tank filled with water, I have to draw out the air with a bicycle pump converted into a suction pump. To contrive this pump, I first reversed the cup washer inside the pump so that the pump now sucks instead of pushes. I then screwed on two long ordinary pump connectors, purchased from a cycle shop. On the end of the second connector I fixed a brass football-pump adaptor, virtually a non-return valve, costing 9d. at a sports-goods outfitters, and held in position with a sleeve of rubber tube.

My suction pump was then complete, except that to get the pipe end up into the air chamber of the glass tank I found a thick piece of wire along the length of the pump and the connectors, and then bent the wire and connectors into a suitable U-shape for inserting the valved end under the edge of the tank up into the air chamber.

I now work the pump handle up and down in the normal manner, and the water rises to the required height in the tank as the air is sucked out, and my fish are able to swim up to this higher water level as they please.

This simple idea seems to enhance the pleasant relaxation that fish-keeping gives, and even as I am writing this, I can look out beyond the lawn and see that some of my fish have left the pond, swum up into the tank, and are slowly turning about, looking around the garden.
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Water Beetles (continued)

Magnified larva
of Halophilus

FAMILY: Halipididae, from Greek haliplos—covered with water.
GENUS: Halophilus.

The first time I encountered the larvae of this beetle was in what would normally be the last place to look—in a small aquarium (18 in. by 10 in. by 10 in.) of tropical fishes. After positively identifying the creatures I went straight to the garden pool from which I had taken water to fill the tank, and searched carefully, not for more larvae but for their food plant Spirogyra. Some of this, perhaps only a strand or two, bearing the eggs of the beetle, must have been introduced with the water. I found it in plenty; hitherto I had been unaware I had any.

I lost some aquarists become worried upon reading this, let me reassure them. The larvae are absolutely harmless to both fish eggs and fry, and may indeed be eaten by the larger fishes, although I have not witnessed such a thing.

The larvae feed upon the cells of Spirogyra, a soft, slippery and brilliant green alga not so common as popularly supposed. They suck the plant dry, working systematically from cell to cell, but never fast enough to destroy the plant totally. Rather pretty creatures, they have a banded appearance which makes them conspicuous away from their natural habitat.

Adult beetles are quite small, about \( \frac{1}{2} \) in., and are easily distinguished from other beetles by the presence of a large flat plate which covers the first (basal) joint of the third pair of legs.

There are 18 known members of the Halipididae, 16 in the genus Halophilus. The remaining two belong to the genus Cosmocolus, meaning "with leggins on," and are not so easy to find.

C. E. C. Colt
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The AQUARIIST Crossword
Compiled by J. LAUGHLAND

CLUES ACROSS

1. Macropodus opercularis; beautiful, savage ambush (8, 4)
2. Chopper (3)
3. This refers to a male creature who gets the heater going (2)
4. Corynephora shockwooden; plant for tropical tank (6, 4)
5. "Was some poor gudie's gudie — us" (Burns) (3)
6. The old egg (2)
7. Yarn sounds like the caul (3)
8. Willo used for making fishermen's creels (5)
9. Eagle (4)
10. Dog (4)
11. All coppers produce this bivalve in disorderly conduct (7)

CLUES DOWN

1. 1 and 2 X-ray fish (9, 7)
2. A not (4)
3. Free from danger (4)
4. Devonshire river (3)
5. Shade-loving plants suitable for the river bank or water garden (5)
6. Husky (2)
7. Gastropod in which the "foot" has become a swimming organ (9)
8. Insect superlatively more pleasant than this (6)
9. I am at the head of the mere (6)
10. Roe in a smash with the world's best car is a mistake (5)
11. Egg shaped (4)

23. Two return to anything in Lancashire (7)
24. A hundred from lice leaves less than truth (3)
25. Departure of the cichlid family (4)
26. I leave the Detectives for a different service (1, 1)
27. Noon lines direction, is still not bodily off (2)
28. Orfe (4)
29. In a dory trouble lies at the heart (3)
30. Peaceful, lovely, member of the labyrinth tribe, also known as hair-fish (5, 7)
31. Islands (5)
32. Expires (4)

33. In French feature of some water gardens (4)
34. Lid forms outside this reptile (5)
35. — and strays (5)
36. Sea these are mantas or dugongs (4)
37. Fish is canal (4)
38. Associated with signs for most, but aquarists see direction on top (4)
39. Goldfish variety loses its tail (4)
40. Short grace (1, 1)
41. Afloat 500 the Welshman is first class (5)
42. Prefix meaning double (2)
43. Prefix meaning change of place or condition (2)
44. Last clue (2)

Solutions on page 231
The best fish in the show was awarded a gold medal to Mr. A. J. Smith for his splendiddisplay of yellow angel fish.

The second prize went to Mr. W. H. Webb for his excellent display of various species of angelfish.

The third prize was awarded to Mr. J. R. Wilson for his fine display of small gourami.

The Best of Breed section was won by Mr. A. M. Robertson for his display of Neolamprologus pulcher (Tanganyika peacock) and his display of the best group of fish in the show was awarded to Mr. J. R. Wilson for his display of the various species of angelfish.

The Best of the Breeds section was won by Mr. A. M. Robertson for his display of Neolamprologus pulcher (Tanganyika peacock) and his display of the best group of fish in the show was awarded to Mr. J. R. Wilson for his display of the various species of angelfish.

The Best of the Breeds section was won by Mr. A. M. Robertson for his display of Neolamprologus pulcher (Tanganyika peacock) and his display of the best group of fish in the show was awarded to Mr. J. R. Wilson for his display of the various species of angelfish.

The Best of the Breeds section was won by Mr. A. M. Robertson for his display of Neolamprologus pulcher (Tanganyika peacock) and his display of the best group of fish in the show was awarded to Mr. J. R. Wilson for his display of the various species of angelfish.

The Best of the Breeds section was won by Mr. A. M. Robertson for his display of Neolamprologus pulcher (Tanganyika peacock) and his display of the best group of fish in the show was awarded to Mr. J. R. Wilson for his display of the various species of angelfish.

The Best of the Breeds section was won by Mr. A. M. Robertson for his display of Neolamprologus pulcher (Tanganyika peacock) and his display of the best group of fish in the show was awarded to Mr. J. R. Wilson for his display of the various species of angelfish.

The Best of the Breeds section was won by Mr. A. M. Robertson for his display of Neolamprologus pulcher (Tanganyika peacock) and his display of the best group of fish in the show was awarded to Mr. J. R. Wilson for his display of the various species of angelfish.

The Best of the Breeds section was won by Mr. A. M. Robertson for his display of Neolamprologus pulcher (Tanganyika peacock) and his display of the best group of fish in the show was awarded to Mr. J. R. Wilson for his display of the various species of angelfish.

The Best of the Breeds section was won by Mr. A. M. Robertson for his display of Neolamprologus pulcher (Tanganyika peacock) and his display of the best group of fish in the show was awarded to Mr. J. R. Wilson for his display of the various species of angelfish.

The Best of the Breeds section was won by Mr. A. M. Robertson for his display of Neolamprologus pulcher (Tanganyika peacock) and his display of the best group of fish in the show was awarded to Mr. J. R. Wilson for his display of the various species of angelfish.
R. Humain (tulipier); 3rd, N. Radford (tulipier). Groups: 1st, C. G. Gibson (browning); 2nd, H. C. Mann (browning); 3rd, B. S. W. (browning); 4th, L. E. W. (browning).

The Carassius Club were recently entertained by the area herpetologist, Mr. A. C. Abel, with an amusing and interesting exo-tropical report, and also a favourable report by Mr. A. Summers of this season’s goldfish crop. The fancy goldfish breeders provided wit and comment on various prepared and live foods, and there was also a well supported discussion on the colouring of metallic goldfish.

The death is announced of the well-known Workington aquarist, Mr. B. Smith. A member of the Workington Aquarists’ Club, he had an expert knowledge of the field he followed, and he also tended an aquarium in the children’s ward at Workington Hospital.

In the inter-group show competition between South West Midlands Aquarist and North West London the result was a win for the latter group with 124 points to 96. The top winners were: Fancy Goldfish: Mr. G. Moore (Uxbridge); A. G. Quayle (Petersfield); Mr. A. G. Quayle (Petersfield); Mr. A. G. Quayle (Petersfield); Mr. A. G. Quayle (Petersfield); Mr. A. G. Quayle (Petersfield).

A PLEASING and enjoyable show was held at Blackpool and Fylde Aquatic Society recently. The Society sponsored the 2nd Annual show of the year in the Alexandra Hall, Blackpool, and 210 entries were received. The entries were judged on the night by Mr. A. C. Abel, and the results were as follows:

- **Best Overall Display:** Mr. A. C. Abel
- **Best Goldfish:** Mr. A. C. Abel
- **Best Coldwater Fish:** Mr. A. C. Abel
- **Best Tropical Fish:** Mr. A. C. Abel
- **Best Novice Entry:** Mr. A. C. Abel
- **Best Necklace Fish:** Mr. A. C. Abel
- **Best Plant Display:** Mr. A. C. Abel
- **Best Aquatic Garden:** Mr. A. C. Abel
- **Best Aquatic Table:** Mr. A. C. Abel
- **Best Aquatic Display:** Mr. A. C. Abel

The formation of the Doncaster Aquatic Society has been announced, and the first meeting was held at the Aquatic Club in Doncaster. The Society was formed to promote the study and appreciation of aquatic life, with a particular focus on goldfish and coldwater fish. The first meeting was well attended, with 14 members enrolled.

The meeting of Dundee Aquarium Society was held in the U.M.C.A. There was an interclub competition between Dundee Aquarium Society and Perth Aquarium Club, Dundee winning by 114 points to 82. Following a successful competition, the Society then followed on a wide range of subjects of topical interest. Meeting was presided over by Mr. A. C. Abel. The Society’s Junior Officer, Mr. P. R. Hume, held the position of President of Dundee and Mr. A. C. Abel was appointed as Secretary of the Club.

The officers elected at the annual general meeting of the Hounslow and District Aquarist Society were: Chairman: Mr. A. C. Abel; Secretary, Mr. W. S. Walker; Treasurer, Mr. R. E. Smith; Vice-Chairman, Mr. R. J. Wallis; Librarian, Mr. A. C. Abel; Hon. Treasurer, Mr. W. S. Walker; Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. S. Walker; Assistant Hon. Secretary, Mr. L. Allowton. Meetings are held on the first Thursday of each month. Enquiries concerning membership will be welcomed and should be addressed to the Hon. Secretary, 9, Friendship Road, Knowle, Bristol, 4.

RECENT activities of the Southport Aquarist Society have included visits by members and friends to the Dee and Churn River Board Salmon. Harbour Society near Cownan in North Wales. The visitors found it most interesting to watch the processes in which females are stripped of their eggs and in which the eggs are then fertilized by the males. They were also interested in the demonstration eight females were stripped of some 50 eggs each. It is understood that a 98 per cent fertilization rate is obtained by this method.

This has also been a film show which included a film on the salmon and its breeding habits, and on the breeding of salmon on a commercial basis. The Society is holding its annual dinner on the 7th January.

TABLE shows and a "Fishy Forum" conducted by Mr. J. E. Edwards have been among the recent events of the Guildhall and District Aquarist Society. At the December meeting on Wednesday, the 11th December, a Quiz has been arranged by Mr. John Ryder.

At the December meeting of the Blackburn and District Aquarist Society the trophy for the best furnished aquarium (judged in aquarists’ homes) was presented to Mrs. Thompson of Preston, with 96 points; the second prize, a medal, being won by Mr. Butterworth with 87 points and the third prize by Mrs. Haworth with 86 points.

Mr. S. A. C. Abel, who made the presentations, judged the tanks and after the presentations gave a talk on the setting up of furnished aquarium and also told competitors in the contest where they had lost points. The competition was open to all aquarists in the district and was successful in attracting some new members for the Society.

In the absence of Mr. Lord, who was unable to attend because of illness, Mr. Partington of the Middleton and District Aquarist Society addressed the gathering on the subject of tank maintenance, attending, including some Saddlemont. Mr. Partington spoke of the many different ways of heating a tank, and of how to deal with any of the emergencies that might be encountered in the hobby. He produced many, very good drawings to illustrate his talk.

SECRETARY CHANGES

CHANGES of secretaries and addresses have been reported from the following societies:

- **By Mr. R. J. E. Edwards**: Oldham and District Aquarist Societies (Mr. A. Clun, 69, Kew Road, Oldham) have been reconstituted and Mr. J. C. Shaw, 93, Kew Road, Oldham, 3, has been appointed as Secretary.

- **By Mr. E. R. Pickering**: Middlesex Aquarist Society (Mrs. P. A. Huxford, The Knowle, Far West Road, Mr. Stroud, Gilead, Haslemere, Surrey) has been transferred to a new address, and Mr. J. C. Shaw, 93, Kew Road, Oldham, 3, has been appointed as Secretary.

**Crossword Solution**

**PARADISE FISH**

**R A I X E H E**

**I N D I A N F E R N T**

**S D G I N E M E**

**T A L E C O S I E R Y**

**E E R E Y S O**

**L A I R S C A L L O P**

**L O W T L I E C O**

**O N I D E A D O**

**D W A R G O R H A M I S L E A R D O N D I E S N I D E S**

**P I C K Y O U R A N S W E R (Solution)**

"LIQUITOX" The proven treatment for FUNGUS and FINROT.
1/9 per carton of 2 capsules, sufficient to treat a 24' x 12' x 12' aquarium.
Use also "LIQUIFRY" THE FIRST FOOD FOR BABY FISHES. No. 1 (Red tube) for Egg-laying Fry.
No. 2 (Green tube) ideal for young Livebearers. 2/6 per tube.
"LIQUIFRY" and "LIQUITOX" have been awarded the "Certificate of Approval" of the F.B.A.S.

THE LIQUIFRY COMPANY LTD., DORKING, SURREY
Write for our descriptive booklet, free on request

Our Stocks are UNRIVALLED

★ LARGE VARIETY OF FISH
including TROPICAL
CARDINAL TETRAS, LEAF
FISH, Etc., Etc.

★ COMPLETE RANGE OF
EQUIPMENT

★ GOOD SELECTION OF
TANKS, STANDS AND
SHADES

In our up-to-date showrooms we have everything for the aquarist.
You will appreciate the superb condition of our wonderful selection of exotic tropical
and coldwater fishes of wide variety.

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF. PERSONAL SHOPPERS ONLY.

JAMES NORTH (London) Limited
310 LEE HIGH ROAD · LEWISHAM · LONDON · S.E.13
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